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What is this?
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What is it for ?

The laboratory notebook allows :

- day-to-day recording of the details of the 
work

- to report on the progress and scientific 
experimentation, from the idea to the 
conclusion

- to keep knowledge in a lab 

Also very useful for drafting a patent or for 
proving anteriority.
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What is it for ?

A legal tool :

- Each notebook and the pages are numbered. 
- On the cover page, we find on each notebook 

the mentions of the owner of the results.
- Each page has two parts at the bottom 

intended to be dated and signed: two 
signatures = two people, user and third party 
(witness), 
- ideally a third party not involved in the research 

work but capable of understanding it

https://www.curie.asso.fr/-Cahier-de-laboratoire-national-.html   

https://slideplayer.fr/slide/3817405/  

https://www.curie.asso.fr/-Cahier-de-laboratoire-national-.html
https://slideplayer.fr/slide/3817405/
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What is it for ?

For all those who carry out research work :

- researchers, 
- engineers, 
- technicians, 
- doctoral students, 
- trainees, 
- etc.
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And you ? 

Are you using it ?
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Electronic Laboratory Notebooks (ELN)

Modern LN since 2009 (C.U.R.I.E. Network)

But less and less adapted to recent evolutions of our work

- Increased data quantity
- Change in the nature of data
- Dematerialization
- Security

We need an electronic tool for individual traceability.
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Electronic Laboratory Notebook
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Electronic Laboratory Notebook

https://jso-cnrs-2020.sciencesconf.org/333438/document 

https://jso-cnrs-2020.sciencesconf.org/333438/document
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This session

- Introduction to Laboratory Notebooks
- Literate programming
- Markdown
- Notebooks for bioinformatics

- R Notebooks (Rmarkdown)
- Quarto 
- Jupyter(Lab)

- Practical session (JupyterLab)
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Literate programming
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Literate programming

Instead of imagining that our main task is to instruct a computer what to do, let 
us concentrate rather on explaining to human beings what we want a computer 
to do.

— Donald E. Knuth, Literate Programming, 1984
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Literate programming

A literate computing environment is one that allows users not only to execute 
commands interactively, but also to store in a literate document the results of 
these commands along with figures and free-form text. 

- Millman KJ and Perez F (2014)
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And the concept was already in place in the 1980s

Wolfram Mathematica notebook (1987)
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Literate programming

What does it look like ?
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Literate programming

Interactive programming 
interface

allowing to combine both 
natural and computer 
languages.

In one file:

- Explanations
- Code
- Results
- Graphs and plots
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Literate programming

Why using literate programming frameworks ?

Use cases:

- Labbook
- Day to day analyses
- Analysis reports
- Writing scientific article
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Example of an article entirely written using a notebook

File (on a repository) Published article Executable file

DOI:10.3389/fphys.2018.00787
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Markup / Markdown
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Markup

Definition

A markup language uses tags to define elements within a document.

Three different types and usage 

- Presentational (used by traditional word-processing systems)
- Markup is invisible

- Procedural, provides instructions to process the text (e.g. TeX, PostScript)
- Markup is visible and can be directly manipulated by the author.

- Descriptive, to label documents parts (e.g. LaTeX, HTML, XML...)
- Emphasizes the document structure.
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Example
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Markdown

Markdown is a Lightweight markup language

Designed to be :

- easy to write using any generic text editor 
(plain-text-formatting syntax)

- easy to read in its raw form

From GitHub’s help page
https://docs.github.com/en/get-started/writing-on-github/getting-st
arted-with-writing-and-formatting-on-github/basic-writing-and-form
atting-syntax 

https://docs.github.com/en/get-started/writing-on-github/getting-started-with-writing-and-formatting-on-github/basic-writing-and-formatting-syntax
https://docs.github.com/en/get-started/writing-on-github/getting-started-with-writing-and-formatting-on-github/basic-writing-and-formatting-syntax
https://docs.github.com/en/get-started/writing-on-github/getting-started-with-writing-and-formatting-on-github/basic-writing-and-formatting-syntax
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Markdown

But how is this useful for literate 
programming?

When you want to weave both code 
(to be interpreted) and formatting 
information, you precisely need a 
lightweight language for the 
formatting part.
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Notebooks for 
bioinformatics
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Notebooks for bioinformatics
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A replacement?
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R Notebooks : Sweave (2002)

At the beginning, there was nothing. Then came Sweave.

And people saw that the path would be long...
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Appearance of packages allowing the creation of notebooks

https://camembr.quarto.pub/hello-quarto/#/les-packages 

https://camembr.quarto.pub/hello-quarto/#/les-packages
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R solutions
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R Notebooks : knitR (2011)

”The knitr package was designed to be a 
transparent engine for dynamic report 
generation with R, solve some long-standing 
problems in Sweave, and combine features in 
other add-on packages into one package”

https://yihui.org/knitr/ 

https://yihui.org/knitr/
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R Notebooks : RMarkdown (2012)

”When you run render, R Markdown feeds the .Rmd file to knitr, which executes 
all of the code chunks and creates a new markdown (.md) document which 
includes the code and its output.

The markdown file generated by knitR is then processed by pandoc which is 
responsible for creating the finished format.”

https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com 

https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com
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R Notebooks : RMarkdown (2012)
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R Notebooks : RMarkdown (2012)
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R Notebooks and more…
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Jupyter
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Jupyter

A bit of history...

2011 : IPython (interactive Python shell) with 
notebook functionalities

2014 : Spin-off project called Project Jupyter a 
non-profit, open-source project maintained by a 
strong Community

”Jupyter will always be 100% open-source software, 
free for all to use and released under the liberal 
terms of the modified BSD license”

A reference to the three core programming 
languages supported by Jupyter (Julia, Python and R)

https://jupyter.org/ 

https://jupyter.org/
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Jupyter

What is it exactly ?

Web-based interactive computational environment.

Web-based : client/server

Interactive : notebook system

Computational environment : console, many kernels 
available...
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Jupyter : Notebook editor
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Jupyter : Dashboard (Project Jupyter only)
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JupyterLab : Dashboard 
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Quarto
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Quarto

Quarto is an open-source scientific and technical publishing 
system where authors :

- Can use Jupyter notebooks or with plain text markdown 
in your favorite editor.

- Create dynamic content with Python, R, Julia, and 
Observable.

- Publish reproducible, production quality articles, 
presentations, websites, blogs, and books in HTML, PDF, 
MS Word, ePub, and more.

- Share results in a lot of publishing systems like GitHub.
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Quarto
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Examples

With R With Jupyter
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Really simple?
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Comparaison
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And now we try? 


